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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO



About Us

Founded in 2002.
Promoting products and services to reach
Best Practice in:
- Plant & Equipment Reliability
- Lubrication effectiveness and management
- Condition Monitoring effectiveness

Specialities:
Lubricant Storage, Identification, Handling
and Dispensing products, Desiccant
Breathers, Visual Oil Analysis,  Condition
Monitoring, and Lubrication Management.



Main Brands
The Enluse portfolio includes
leading brands offering the widest
and most complete range of
Lubrication Reliability products
 
 



The OilSafe lubrication management system establishes best practices throughout
your facility. Every step is colour-coded to eliminate risk and human error, simplifying

maintenance and extending the life of your equipment. 

Store Transfer Identify



Air Sentry® Breathers should be an integral part of any proactive maintenance and
reliability program. Designed to replace the breather cap or air filter on gear boxes,
hydraulic fluid reservoirs, bulk storage tanks, oil drums, oil-filled transformers, and
other fluid reservoirs

Contamination Control Breathers: The First Line of Defense



In 2015 we designed and developed a Best Practice
storage system called LUSTOR ™
 
Lustor™ is based on a set of plastic MDPE roto moulded
tanks. Black inert plastic is chosen for its ability to protect
the lubes from sunlight and because it does not rust or
react with the chemicals in the lubricants.
 
The system is equipped with tanks of 3 different sizes: 
- 125 litres (catering for 50-60-liter drum consumptions), 
- 250 litres (because most plants order in 200 litre drums)
- 500 litres for larger consumption.
 
All individual units are equipped with the Lubrication
Reliability™ compliant basic components.





Lubricant Inspection and condition
monitoring is giving you a better picture
of your machine health.
 
Daily visual inspection is one of the
most effective ways to ensure reliability.
 
 

Luneta: 
Smart Products - Reliable Machines



 
Custom made systems, assembled 
with modular components with 
functionalities in function of 
customers needs and requirements.

The Lubristation® family of 
solutions for storage, conditioning 
and distribution/dispensing of lubricants.
 



Esco's visual oil inspection sight glasses are 
designed for easy installation on almost all lubricating 
machinery oil reservoirs in any industry.
 
Made of durable materials, the product line is built to 
withstand against most petroleum products and harsh environments.

Visual lubricant inspection and
monitoring equipment



Along with the partnership with POLARIS Laboratories®,
Enluse launched her own private label “FanPro™” – Fluid
Analysis Program.

Effective oil testing is the best method to accurately
determine maximum oil and filtration service intervals.
Oil analysis can detect potential problems before
catastrophic damage occurs. FanPro™ offers oil test
kits and laboratory analysis.

FanPro™ Oil Analysis:
The right test for your equipment



Using a Decolube portable filter cart is the most economical way to protect your
system from the harm that can be caused by contamination.
Decolube filter cart systems are equipped with electrical lubricant pump, filterunit ,
all necessary hoses and mounted on a practical light trolley.

Enluse has Subsidiaries and Distribution Partners in Europe,
Middle East and Africa. If you have any questions about our

products, services or trainings, please contact us at:

info@enluse.com - www.enluse.com 
+31 765781280 - UK: +44 7393 429957


